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Outline
The AI4Lawyers project and CCBE’s previous work
The work method:

Why and for what purpose and was the guide created?

Why is this important not only for lawyers, but for society?

Terminology: AI and other novel technologies

Categories
Drafting support tools

Document analysis

Text retrieval and case law analysis

Speech to text

Chatbots

Other assistance in internal office admin

Scenarios
Risks of professional obligations



Project Website available
https://ai4lawyers.eu/

https://ai4lawyers.eu/


AI4Lawyers: the project
ELF (Project coordinator) & CCBE (Partner)
1st April 2020-31st March 2022

Objectives: 
1. To create an overview of the average state of the art of the IT capabilities of lawyers and law firms in the EU
2. To identify the opportunities and barriers in the use of natural language processing tools in SME law practices
3. Drafting a guide on the use of AI by lawyers and law firms in the EU (Action Plan 2019-2023)
4. To keep EU lawyers, Bars and stakeholders about the project and its results and to promote the guide 





Previous work of CCBE in this field (besides the two reports)

• CCBE Guidelines on the Use of Cloud Computing Services by Lawyers (7 September 2012)
• CCBE Comparative Study on Governmental Surveillance of Lawyers’ Data in the Cloud (2014)

• CCBE Guide on the Use of Online Legal Platforms (29 June 2018)
• CCBE Considerations on the Legal Aspects of AI (2020)



The work method



Objective
How lawyers will be able to use the opportunities provided by AI tools?
How could such tools help small firms?
to assist in understanding how some currently popular categories of 
such tools work and how they can be put at the service of lawyers in a 
way that does not undermine their professional obligations
→ easy-to-read, but detailed guide with some technicals



💻💻 Lawyers have to respond to 
a more digitised society
changing client requirements

increase in the amount of data generated at the level of society 
(e.g. digital evidence to be processed, changing court processes) 

→ we have to understand, embrace and adapt to these changes
AI tools are part of these transformative changes
AI is not about letting technical providers take work from lawyers
Provide opportunities for smaller firms to e.g.

compete successfully with larger firms in new areas
improve workflows and increase added value of their work



🛒🛒 not product centered 
which tools to use?
how to use the tools?

� but didactic
what should you expect from such tools, how these tools work?
in what directions they may develop in the future?
what are the lawyers' opportunities?



AI and other novel technologies and other terminology = how we use it
AI tools imitating human capabilities? or system agent interacting with

its environment?
more of an objective & a marketing term = different meanings

ML a way of operation: parameters of the procedure change (improves)
based on the previous examples provided during “training”

AI ML
ML techniques not 

used for AI purposes

AI tools relying on ML 
techniques, e.g. BERT 
(NLP language model)

e.g. rules-
based AI 

tools



What is NLP? (Deliverable 2.2)
lawyers work with the language; we consider it normal for language to 
have multiple meanings and different interpretation ...
computational linguists and other computer scientists also focus on this job, but 
from the point of view of automation. that’s natural language processing.
one distant objective, huge area of research:

how does human understanding work, can we automate that somehow? 
can we approximate human understanding by a machine?

what language is the text in? what’s the role of a word in a sentence? 

how can we create good quality text from components? how can we imitate 
human voices by machines? or transcript speech to text?

a collection of very different techniques
extracting symbols from text; discovering relationships between words based on statistical 
relationships and context (word embedding, subword level etc.) 
rule-based or ML-based etc.



Categories of AI tools



Drafting support tools
writing assistance; document assembly; other data-to-text

Document analysis
how multiple levels of classifiers and information extraction work

Text retrieval and case law analysis
changing objectives of legal research: relevancy, semantic search,
argument mining, three levels of analysis CNB (informative, 
analytical, predictive/simulative?)

Speech to text: advanced transcription tools and voice assistants

Chatbots: client facing techniques in platforms and virtual worlds

Other assistance in internal office administration work:
from time tracking to surveillance, AI in filing/managing docs etc.



Scenarios of how the (future) Lawyer uses AI tools
a narrative of tools that are theoretically possible even today
(but without regard to market realities, corpus etc.)



1. Bilateral contract negotiations on a separate platform for a client
2. Client meeting (booked with a chatbot, carried on a messaging 
platform) with automated client intake
3. A simple lease agreement is needed very quickly, w/ some 
customisations needed
4. “It’s the future, so doorbells sing” — unless they are broken, then 
lawyers are needed; estimating workload and preparing submissions
5. Legal review of smart contracts for a new decentralised application 
(dApp)



Risks of professional obligations



using cloud computing and online platforms for AI tools: + easy to implement and use, -
extraterritoriality, risks of losing access to data, vendor lock-in

relying on results without proper explanation and understanding: 
popularity of black box language models ↑, “explainability how lawyers understand it”≠ researcher’s “XAI”, 
little transparency on how AI tools work, brittleness, bias etc.

privacy: lack of transparency on reuse of data, problems of anonymisation, reverse-engineering trained 
models to reveal original information

competence and the dangers of trying out new technologies: FOMO, lack of proper understanding, 
understanding “how technology works” vs. understanding “how technology affects society”

competence and balancing promises with actual capabilities: dangers of overpromising and 
underdelivering — technical capabilities multiply reach, but no such scalability at the delivery of services with 
mandatory human overview

client confidentiality: putting risks to client ahead of concerns of costs and uniform technical processes

independence of lawyers: business pressure from successful AI tools (and platforms) to accept solutions that 
restrict independence



Thank you!



Panel discussion 1: 
The digital transformation of law firms

challenges and opportunities
Thierry Wickers
3rd Vice-President of the CCBE

Jiri Novak 
Chair of the CCBE IT Law Committee

Elise Hecq
INCUBRUX (European Incubator of the Brussels Bar)

Moderated by Simone Cuomo, Secretary-General of the CCBE



POSSIBLE
USES OF AI

Biometric surveillance of public spaces, in the event of a terrorist attack,
for the search for victims and missing persons,
or for the search for perpetrators of criminal offences (+ 3 years)

Migration, asylum, borders: monitoring the emotional state of migrants
assessment of security and health risks posed by migrants,
detection of false documents, checking eligibility for asylum status
Criminal investigations: Assessment of the dangerousness of an
individual or risk of re-offending,
Lie detector and emotional state verification, Detection of deepfakes,
Assessment of the reliability of criminal evidence,
Prediction of the occurrence or repetition of an actual or potential
criminal offence
Assessment of a person's character traits,
Profiling of individuals,
Searching for hidden links in data sets

Criminal prosecution: Reliability of evidence,
Profiling of prosecuted persons,
Post-sentence: assessing the risk of re-offending

To assist the judicial authorities in researching and
interpret the facts and the law, and to apply
the law to a concrete set of facts

11/04/2022 CCBE - BRUXELLES 31/3/2022
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A general approach 
for predicting the 
behavior of the 
Supreme Court of 
the United States

CCBE - BRUXELLES 31/3/202211/04/2022
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We overestimate 
the impact of 
technology in the 
short-term and 
underestimate 
the effect in the 
long run

Przeszacowujemy wpływ 
technologii w krótkim okresie i nie 
doceniamy go w długim okresie

11/04/2022 CCBE - BRUXELLES 31/3/2022
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CODE IS LAW

11/04/2022



Can the law
be coded?

The law handles
intuitual

concepts, things
of the mind

The law is reflexive,
its understanding
requires a mental

reconstructionThe interpreter
of the law has

a certain
freedom

The law can be
unintentionally

ambiguous

The law can
be deliberately

ambiguous

The law may
be intentionally

incomplete

The law can
never foresee

every
possibility

LA TENEUR INDECISE DU DROIT11/04/2022 CCBE - BRUXELLES 31/3/2022



There is no such thing as just following the rules, 
there is no such thing as “language meaning” ; 
there are only meanings in contexts…The “bare 
text” of the Constitution is no text at all, just 
somemarks on paper »
(Walter Ben Michaels)

11/04/2022 CCBE - BRUXELLES 31/3/2022



Natural language processing 
(NLP) 

• NLP combines computational linguistics—rule-
based modeling of human language—with 
statistical, machine learning, and deep learning 
models. Together, these technologies enable 
computers to process human language in the form 
of text or voice data and to ‘understand’ its full 
meaning, complete with the speaker or writer’s 
intent and sentiment.

11/04/2022 CCBE - BRUXELLES 31/3/2022



AUTOMATIC TRANSLATION01 PREDICTIVE TEXT02

EMAIL FILTERS03 GRAMMAR CHECKERS04

SMART ASSISTANTS (SIRI)05 SEARCHES IN TEXT06

VOICE RECOGNITION07 SOCIAL MEDIA MONITORING08

CHATBOTS09 HIRING AND RECRUITMENT10

11/04/2022 CCBE - BRUXELLES 31/3/2022



AUTOMATIC TRANSLATION

EMAIL FILTERS

SPEECH TO TEXT DICTATION

PREDICTIVE TEXT

GRAMMAR CHECKERS

01

03

05

02

04

CHATBOTS06
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Natural
language

queries (not
just keywords)

Mastery of
concepts and

context Search by
similarity (similar

facts, similar
legal issues,

similar
motivations,

similar solutions)

Plan of the
decision

Analysis of
opposing

arguments
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Violent video
games cause

adolescents to
cmmits acts of

real-life agression

Video game play
is part of an

adolescent boy's
normal social

setting

Exposure to
violent video

games decreases
pro-social
behavior

Most children
who play violent
video games do

not have
problems

11/04/2022 CCBE - BRUXELLES 31/3/2022
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CCBE - Guide on the use of AI by lawyers & law firm in the EU 31 MARCH 2022 - BRUSSELS

The Digital transformation of law firms – challenges and opportunities

The view of the Brussels Incubator of the Brussels Bar and 
presentation of its activitities

Elise Hecq – Member of INCEUBRUX
Vinciane Gillet - President
Michel Segers – Treasurer

http://www.startmycompany.be/


RICHARD SUSSKIND (2008): THE END OF LAWYERS ?

Studie Boston Consulting Group



BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP (2015): THE END OF LAWYERS ?



BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP: NEW BUSINNES MODEL ?

Study Boston Consulting Group



2015: TOMORROW’S LAWYERS



2022: SUSSKIND: “HARDER THAN EXPECTED” TO 
REDUCE LEGAL WORK TO LAWYER-FREE PROCESS

“Though the continued success of the traditional business 
model meant law firms saw little need to change 
substantially – they were not on the fabled burning 
platform – this ignored the fact that many in-house legal 
departments were.”



IRRATIONAL LEGAL MARKET ? 

“Despite this apparent demand for great change, the legal
market does not seem to have responded rationally. In the
global legal market, roughly of the value of $850-900
billion, just over 1.5 percent is currently served by
alternative providers.

Why has the evident demand for change been met neither
by entrepreneurial law firms nor by an avalanche of new
players and disruptors? How can this apparent market
failure be explained?”



FINALLY TOWARDS VERTICALLY INTEGRATED LEGAL
SERVICE ?

SOURCE: THE PRACTICE – HARVARD VOLUME 7 ISSUE 4 MAY / JUNE 2021 



FLAVOUR OF LEGAL TECH IN BELGIUM



FLAVOUR OF WHAT EXISTS WORLDWIDE…



FIND YOUR TOOL IN THE LEGAL TECH JUNGLE

www.legaltechnologyhub.com

http://www.legaltechnologyhub.com/


PARTNERS OF THE INCUBATOR



PARTNERS OF THE INCUBATOR



WHAT DOES THE INCUBATOR DO



WHAT DOES THE INCUBATOR DO (II)



WHAT DOES THE INCUBATOR DO (III)



WHAT DOES THE INCUBATOR DO (IV)
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